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FSU:
- 2,300 faculty
- 42,000 students
- $225 million research funding
- Push for top-25 ranking
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Challenges:

- Time-intensive
- Lack of customization
- Lack of integration
- Poor fit with IR mission
Metadata Harvesting
The FSU Faculty Senate adopted an open access policy on February 17, 2016, ensuring that future scholarly articles authored by FSU faculty will be made available to the public at no charge. This policy demonstrates the commitment of our faculty to disseminating the fruits of their research and scholarship as widely as possible, and promises to increase authors’ rights, readership, and citation rates. The waiver provision ensures that all faculty have the freedom to publish in the journal of their choice.
ORCID Integration
Connected (Trusted Access)

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-2667-4594

A trusted relationship exists. Requests to download works from ORCID will include citations tagged as public and trusted access.

Publications are not directly imported into the faculty CV. All publications that are imported are placed in the "Items to be Finished" category; citations in this category do not appear in faculty CVs or reports. These newly imported citations are automatically evaluated to determine if they are duplicates. If duplicates are found, the user is presented an option to remove the newly imported duplicate citations from the "Items to be Finished" category. Citations in this category may be viewed at the bottom of the CV builder; these citations may be individually reviewed and edited; and the citations may be deleted or accepted for inclusion on the CV. Functions are also available to accept or delete the "Items to be Finished" en masse.
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